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This study takes Changsha, an emerging mega-city in China, as a sample to analyze the
influence of natural amenity (NA) on housing prices during different periods. We divided the
NA into four categories according to their characteristics: Green Space (GS), Wetland Park
(WP), XiangRiver Scenic Belt (XR), and green ratio within a community. The housing
transaction data is used to calculate the accessibility of a settlement to nearest NA via the
distance. The capitalization effect of NA is investigated through a geographic weighted
regression (GWR), combined with the hedonic theory. Results show that①the impact and
scope of NA on housing prices gradually expanded during years. ②As the key nature
landscape of Changsha, the impact coefficient of XR has risen from 2.34% in 2012 to
5.32% in 2020.WP has a remarkable increase for affecting housing prices, rising from 1.24
to 3.65%. Effect of GS keeps in line during years, at 2.34–3.72%. And green ratio’s impact
increase from 3.61 to 4.55%. ③The higher capitalization effect of NA undergoes a spatial
expansion from the central area to urban fringe over time, which also implies the
capitalization of NA is becoming more pronounced. ④Residential communities
impacted by NA have a propensity to separate over time. This study provides a
different perspective in defining the importance of natural amenities in urban habitat of
modern China.
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INTRODUCTION

China has experienced a world-renowned urbanization process, with the rate growing from 16.22%
in 1978 to 63.89% in 2020, and the Chinese urban landscape has changed tremendously (Yibo et al.,
2020; Alix-Garcia et al., 2014). Rapid urbanization and the associated increase in vehicle traffic have
many negative implications, including increased air and water pollution, noise and congestion.
Physiological ailments such as chronic bronchitis and pneumonia, as well as mental problems as
depression and burnout syndrome, have emerged as a significant threat to public health. However,
urban settings also have features that promote health and may assist in attenuating some of the
negative health implications of urban life. Natural amenities (NA) is increasingly being viewed as an
essential settings for health promotion to solve city residential problems (De Vries et al., 2003;
Anderson and West, 2006; Rajapaksa et al., 2017). The past decades, in particular, have seen an
incline in interest for ecological, nature-based health promotion initiatives in both studies and
practices. The new strategy of urban planning is to create, conserve, maintain, and develop NA across
urban areas (Gómez-Baggethun and Barton, 2013; Tuofu et al., 2021).
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Numerous studies have found that NA offers health benefits,
including recreational, fitness, and educational opportunities. NA
can also provide seclusion, aesthetics, or simply the absence of
negative externalities associated with residential development
(Irwin 2002). Meanwhile, NA additional supplied ecological
services, including climate micromodulation, urban heat island
mitigation (He et al., 2021), and improved water quality.
Specifically, NA has the following functions that are relevant
to ecosystem services (Zhao et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2022). First,
NA provides an opportunity for physical activity, and individuals
may be more motivated to exercise in these surroundings due to
their visual appeal. Second, residents may socialize with their
families and friends in NA because it offers an enjoyable
environment, which positively impacts one’s health since it
encourages social engagement (De Vries et al., 2013). Last but
not least, relaxation, mental repair, and stress reduction are all
made easier in natural environments (Van Herzele and de Vries,
2012; De Vries et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2021). In short, NA has
positive psychological effects.

NA in the urban area is often divided into two distinct
categories: blue and green spaces. In general, blue spaces are
mainly covered by bodies of water, while green spaces are about
vegetation. With ongoing research at NA, scholars are also
concerned about the different health-promoting effects of blue
and green space, and the number of comparative studies on the
two NA is gradually increasing. However, research on blue space
and health has been concentrated on coastal waters so far (Mak
et al., 2010). Until recently, only a few researches have looked at
the health effects of inland surface waters. According to these
scarce findings, inland urban freshwater space availability has
been shown to be connected with improved psychological and
general health in studies conducted in the European country, as
well as a reduced incidence of mood and anxiety disorders when
measured using a validated mental health scale (Wheeler et al.,
2015). Some studies have proved that urban blue has unique
health-promoting properties across several conceptual
therapeutic aspects, notably experiential and symbolic (Voelker
and Kistemann, 2015). These studies demonstrate the unique
contribution of blue space to mental health benefits.

Since visibility and accessibility are critical indicators of how
NA affect the value of a property (Jim and Chen, 2006; Brander
and Koetse, 2011; Czembrowski and Kronenberg, 2016), it is a
critical factor for valuing NA among the urban residents. Due to
various health benefits associated with NA, potential homebuyers
in a competitive housing market in urban area will drive up the
price of a house located near NA in order to reap these benefits,
and the externalities created by proximity to NA will be
capitalized into the value of residential properties. Hedonic
model is often employed to value location or amenities
proximity of housing price as a contribution (Yang J. et al.,
2019; Yang et al., 2020a). Some existing studies that use this
method investigated the value of NA and most of them found a
positive capitalization effect of it. The most remarkable evidence
is that property price decays with increasing distance from NA
when other variables are controlled (Larson and Perrings, 2013;
Sander and Zhao, 2015; Mei et al., 2018; Garrett et al., 2019).
However, the extent of the effect was shown to be dramatically

varied in different studies (Kelejian and Prucha, 1999; Conway et
al., 2010; Liao andWang, 2012; Xu et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2020). It
may be caused by NA capitalization that has not been well
categorized into blue space and green to discuss further since
empirical evidence has proved blue space may functional
different between green space related to health. Therefore,
further studies need to analyze the capitalization effect on
property price of blue and green spaces separately in urban areas.

The application of Hedonic Price Model (HPM) requires the
consideration of spatial heterogeneity since the factors affecting
house prices are distributed unevenly. Studies proved the
existence of spatial dependence effects in properties price, and
there are many related discussions in terms of the application of
corresponding HPM (Anselin, 2003). Relate empirical studies also
found that the effects of attributes such as NA and neighborhood
amenities on house prices are heterogeneous across distributions
(Ebru and Eban, 2011). The standard ordinary least squares (OLS)
specification violates the assumption that residential transactions are
independent in characteristic regressions, resulting in largely
unstable and inefficient estimated parameters (LeSage and Pace,
2004). HPM that controls for the explicit spatial location can still
have residuals of house prices that exhibit spatial dependence. To
address the spatial dependence ofHPM, a spatial lagmodel (SLM) or
spatial model (SEM) are commonly added to HPM to improve the
performance in the existing studies (Yuan et al., 2018; Yue et al.,
2019; Wen et al., 2014). This strategy has also been employed in
some articles focusing on the NA capitalization effect (Bin and
Polasky, 2004; Liao andWang, 2012; Zhang et al., 2019). However, it
has certain drawbacks because the dependent lagged or error term as
an explained variables component may be related to the error term,
resulting in endogenous problems.

Due to the limitations of the parametric model as SLM or
SEM, more non-parametric methods are introduced into HPM
theory. In recent years, as Figure 1 showed, HPM studies
increasingly applied Geographic Weighted Regression (GWR)
theory to deal with the endogeneity due to spatial heterogeneity.
GWR method proposed by Fotheringham et al., 1998 is a non-
parametric model for spatial dependence dilemma, which
essentially gives different parameters to different regions to
solve the heterogeneity that has received attempts in recent
years of spatial influences on property prices (Hu et al., 2016;
Shanggang et al., 2018; Li H. et al., 2019). Since GWR considers
the local effects of spatial objects, it provides a better level of
accuracy (Yang et al., 2020b).

However, few studies have applied GWR to study the
capitalization effects on housing prices of different types of NA.
Moreover, GWR can draw the map of spatial heterogeneity in the
estimated coefficients of different explanatory variables with
different periods, which is even less common in existing research.
Additionally, despite rising urbanization, most research on
capitalization effect on NA has been undertaken in Europe, the
United States, and Australia (Gascon et al., 2015), with few studies of
similar topic on China. In general, the spatial heterogeneity of
various kinds of NA impacting building values in mega-cities of
China has not been adequately examined.

To fill this research gap, this study aims to reveal the
capitalization effect with the temporal-spatial expanding trend of
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various urban blue and green spaces on housing prices. By
employing a group of quality housing transaction data and Land
Use Land-Cover Change (LUCC) data of Changsha, an emerging
mega-city of China, we use GWR method to improve HPM to
achieve our goals. Specifically, the wetlands, river, green spaces and
green ratio within the communities of the research region are
categorized and digitized according to their actual use functions.
Then, the main explanatory variables related to housing structure,
neighborhood, location and NA are selected to model GWR for
valuing the capitalization effect on housing prices. All accessibility
variables are calculated using Euclidean distance. This study
contributes to the existing literature by systematically exploring
how the capitalization effect of NA on housing value varies
temporal and spatially, which is the first study to conduct this
topic across urban China as far as we know. The results of this study
may also give some empirical evidence for urban administrators and
planners as advice for the efficient use of NA resources.

The rest part of this study is arranged as follows. Next section
is method and methodology, which gives the GWR model design
and the variables. Section 3 is the setting of the spatial weight
matrix that varying residential areas in different time. Section 4
reveals the GWR results and further discusses their temporal-
spatial impact effect. The last section is the conclusion and
recommendation of this study.

METHODS

Studying Region and Variables
This paper takes the urban area of Changsha as the research
region, including Yuelu District, Yuhua District, Tianxin District,

Kaifu District and Furong District, with a total area is about 969
square kilometers. The study area accounts for 74% of the city’s
resident population, and this area is the most densely populated
area in Changsha. The CBD is located on the east bank of
XiangRiver, called Wuyi Square, which is also the value
plateau of Changsha real estate. The urban pattern and
planning scope of this study are defined mainly with reference
to the Changsha Urban Planing (2017–2035). This city’s
economy has grown significantly recently. From 2014 to 2019,
the city’s GDP grew 10.4% annually, compared to 6.8%
nationally. As China continues to shift its development focus
to the Middle Region, Changsha’s future is promising.

We collected housing transaction data from Changsha’s
Housing and Urban-rural Development Bureau, which
included the location and market value of each house. We
gathered 74,511 housing transactions and integrated the
related data for residential communities. Additionally, we
received community data from the same source for all 5,860
communities in the study area, including their location, plot ratio,
and building age. The POI data was compiled using Baidu Map’s
(map.baidu.com) service and supplemented with Google Earth
satellite maps. This collection contains both private and public
service amenities such as schools, retail malls, and subway
stations. We plotted NA distribution in the research region
using the most recent 2020 Changsha Metropolitan Area
LUCC data (supplied by the Changsha Department of
Environment and Natural Resources). Figure 2 shows all
elements of this study.

We use the logarithm community average price as the
explained variable. The average price is calculated by the total
sales areas and the total amount of houses sold within a

FIGURE 1 | HPM applied GWR publication trend.
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community during the whole year. Explanatory variables are
divided into three groups by reduced HPM: neighborhood,
location, and structure. To examine house purchasers’
willingness-to-pay (WTP) for access to urban NA, we model
an extra set of variables that includes access to XiangRiver scenic
belt (XR), wetland park (WP), and open green spaces (GS). To
analyze theWTP of buyers for inner communities NA, we use the
green ratio index of a housing complex as an explanatory variable
already contained in structural group variables. Variables have
three forms of value. The first group includes constant numeric
variables like building age. Discrete numerical variables are

ranked according to their values. Dummy variables are defined
by 0 and 1. The descriptions of these variables are shown in
Table 2. Specific descriptions of all variables are as follows.

Structural variables, in combination with house and
community characteristics, including plot ratio, green ratio,
land management and building age, play a role in determining
house prices. According to previous research, plot ratio is an
essential determinant of land use intensity and building quality,
greatly influencing house value. The green ratio is a critical metric
for determining the WTP for NA inside a community, which is
what we will concentrate on more than just.

FIGURE 2 | Study area and sample residential communities.
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Accessibility features relate to residential communities’
geographical and environmental externalities that reflect the
benefits of being near urban centers and transportation hubs
(Yu et al., 2007; Schläpfer et al., 2015). Studies found that the
house price gradient can diversify with the distance and direction
associated with the CBD (Yue et al., 2019). Changsha’s Wuyi
Square is the most central area of the city and the location of the
CBD. This study uses the distance of sample residences from the
Wuyi Square CBD to examine the effect of locational accessibility
variables on housing prices.

XR, WP, and GS are the accessible variables of landscape
studied in this paper. XR is the leading natural attraction in
Changsha. The municipal government has built many scenic
and recreational facilities along this river, making it an
important place for residents to enjoy outdoor sports
activities. The distance to XR often affects the housing
price. Therefore, the Euclid distance is used to characterize
the influence of XR on prices. Similarly, open spaces and
natural landscapes such as wetlands, lakes, and green spaces
profoundly impact housing prices. Therefore, the accessibility
of WP and developed GS is also to be examined. These natural
spaces are gradually becoming areas of residential
concentration during the urbanization in Changsha. Some
significant NAs, such as Meixi Lake and Shawan Park, are
rapidly becoming sub-centers of the city, with housing values
in these locations rising at an alarming rate. Since there are
various wetland and green spaces in this city, we define the
nearest NA to a property as the accessibility of this house for
NA. Tab two shows the characteristics and typical use of NA
that investigated in this study.

In terms of daily necessities, this study quantifies the
number of markets and convenience stores in the vicinity
of residence using the living variable to indicate the degree of
convenience of living in a given community. Inequality of
inner-city educational facilities has been one of the crucial
determinants of heterogeneity in housing prices (Yuan et al.,
2018). Therefore, two dummy variables were introduced to
characterize the impact of quality primary and secondary
schools near a dwelling on prices. Similarly, the proximity
of a dwelling to a subway station typically represents
commuting ease, which we examine with a dummy
variable. The values of the neighborhood variables are all
from the point-of-interest (POI) data extracted by Baidu.com.
Since POI data have corresponding changes in urban
construction and development, POI data at three points in
time, 2012, 2016, and 2020, are used to ensure that the
application of POI data is consistent with the timing of
residential transactions. All abbreviations are shown in
Table 1.

Hedonic GWR Model
The main limitation of most spatial econometric models such as
SLM and SEM that apply Hedonic theory is giving the same
parameters to all spatial locations while ignoring the spatial laws
(spatial dependence) that may vary by areas. Therefore, the core
modeling idea of GWR is to give different parameters to different
regions within the study area to solve the heterogeneity dilemma
of ignoring spatially dependence in the global model. The basic
model of GWR is as follows.

LnP{i} � β0(i) + β1(i)X1,{i} + β2(i)X2,{i} + · · · + βk(i)Xk,{i} + μ{i}
(1)

Where LnP{i} are logarithm of house prices in different regions,
Xk are the value of the group variable corresponding to the above
description such as structure, location, NA,neighborhood, etc.
βk(i) are the corresponding value of the same parameter in
different regions. μ{i} are the various error terms across
relating regions.

Performing GWR also requires the construction of a spatial
weight matrix. Unlike the global model, the construction of the
spatial weight matrix for GWR requires different weight
relationships due to spatial heterogeneity. Therefore the kernel
function is considered to join the computational process of the
spatial matrix, which is estimated using the generalized least

TABLE 1 | Abbreviation in this study.

Full name Abbreviation

Natural amenities NA
Wetlan parks WP
Green spaces GS
XiangRiver Scenic Belt XR
Geographic weighted regression GWR
Hedonic Price Model HPM
Ordinary least squares OLS
willingness-to-pay WTP
Spatial lag model SLM
Spatial error model SEM
Point-of-interest POI

TABLE 2 | NA categories in Changsha identified in this study.

NA category Variables Characteristics and typical use

Urban Blue Xiang River Flood bank, scenario platform, landmark, leisure square, slow urban racing or walking road along the river, many benches,
well-developed in terms of recreational infrastructureScenic Belt

Wetland Park Lake or reservoir.Many recreational opportunities, including sports, although some look more natural, and are not so well-
developed in terms of recreational infrastructure

Urban Green Green Space Open park without large water bodies, covered by vegetation, opportunities for a typical walk in the park, usually well-
maintained,with well-developed recreational infrastructure (benches, paths, playgrounds)

Green ratio An area covered by vegetation within a community, surroundedwith some slow track and benches for aminimumwalk (such
as passing by), walking a dog and so on
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squares (GLS) method. Specifically, the GWR method is applied
in three steps in this study. First, following the number of
neighbors principle, housing transaction and neighborhood
data are taken from each local residential sample point in
Changsha to generate a different sample set for each region.
Second, the spatial weight matrix is built using the distance
between all sample sites and the target analysis point. Finally,
using the GLS approach, each local model’s parameter
estimations are solved using the spatial weight matrix. The
sample-set size relies on the sparsity of the local points
included in the analysis and the selected bandwidth. Adaptive
bandwidth is employed, and the AICc criterion is used to
calculate the bandwidth range.

Kernel Spatial Matrix
Since the GWRmodel is community-based, individual housing
transaction prices for 3 years, 2012, 2016, and 2020 were
calculated as a community’s average price for the entire
year and matched to the remaining attributes of the
neighborhoods. The final estimate provided 513 residential
neighborhoods in 2012, 672 in 2016, and 1,013 in 2020,
spatially eligible for GWR. Three components define the
distance calculation formula: spatial bandwidth, kernel
function, and distance calculation formula. The spatial
matrix in this study is as follows.

W{i} �
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

W{i}1→i 0 . . . 0
0 W{i}2→i . . . 0

..

. ..
.

1 ..
.

0 0 . . . W{i}h→i

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2)

where W{i}h→i � f (D{ih→i}, Bandwidth), D{ih→i} are the distances
of all residential locations to i residential community in a sub-
sample set, and f (·)means the kernel function. Beyond the spatial
bandwidth, sample points are weighted as 0. The choice of kernel

functions can affect the final weight matrices created. As seen in
Figure 3, the uniform kernel is the OLSmodel. The spatial weight
matrices are constructed using the more typical Gaussian kernel
function of GWR regression. Figure 4 shows the 2012, 2016 and
2020 weight matrices.

Between 2012 and 2020, the number of residential
community samples increased gradually from 513 in 2012
to 1,013 in 2020, showing that the number of communities
with transaction records in Changsha expanded significantly.
As can be observed in Figure 3, the spatial weight matrix
varies significantly between years. 2012 has the highest degree
of connectivity between residential neighborhoods, meaning
that residential areas are often close together and have little
influence on their surroundings. The density of the spatial
weight matrix decreases significantly in 2016, and the matrix
becomes sparser while the number of transaction
neighborhoods increases, indicating that the distance
between neighborhoods increases. Simultaneously, when
the distance between influential cells rises, the impact
between influential cells dramatically increases. By 2020,
additional trading properties will arise, reducing the
distance between residential neighborhoods while
increasing their influence on one another. Because the
spatial weight matrix directly affects the final GWR
regression coefficients, variations in the density and range
of spatial weights have a noticeable effect on the spatial
heterogeneity of each variable’s impacts coefficients.

RESULTS

Comparison of GWR and OLS
Despite OLS results being influenced by spatial dependence, it
provides preliminary evidence of the impacts on housing prices.
Table 3 shows the OLS results for the 3 years with the mean

FIGURE 3 | Probability density of various kernel functions.
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results of the GWR regression for the same year to comparison.
From OLS, it can be seen that the coefficient estimates of each
variable are generally consistent with the sign we expect when

designing the variables. The effects of access to structural
variables, neighborhood support, and central location on
house prices are significant and similar to the results of other

FIGURE 4 | Gaussian spatial weight matrix of Changsha house prices in 2012, 2016, 2020.

TABLE 3 | Variables of residential price differentiation in Changsha.

Category Variable Variable definition and measuring methods Expected
sign

Structure Green ratio Community green space ratio (0.5 below 10%, 1 for 15%, 2 for 15%–35%, 3 for 35%–45%, 4 for
45%–55%, 5 for above 55%)

+

Plot ratio Community plot ratio (below 1 is 1, 1–2 is 2, 2–3 is 3, 3–5 is 4, above 5 is 5) −

Property
management (PM)

The level of the property management (no property management is 0, no level property management is 1,
three-level and below property management is 2, two-level property management is 3, one level property
management is 4, super grade property management is 5)

+

Building Age Age of a house (year), 2019 minus the building year of a house −

Neighborhoods Quality middle-
school (QMS)

Whether the residential district belongs to the quality middle school district of Changsha (Yes, 1, No, 0) +

Location Quality primary-
school (QPS)

Whether the residential district belongs to the quality primary school district of Changsha (Yes, 1, No, 0) +

NA access Subway station Subway station within 1 km of property (Yes, 1, No, 0) +
Distance to CBD Distance of the property from Changsha CBD. (km) −

Distance to XiangRiver (XR) Distance of the property from XiangRiver and nearest wetland park, open green space park. (km) −

D.Wetland park (WP) −

D.Green space (GS) −
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studies. We are primarily concerned with the estimated values
and trends of NA variables.

Among the many structural factors influencing a property’s
pricing, the green ratio has a long-term and growing impact. The
house price can rise by 3.61% in 2012 and 4.38% in 2020 for each
level increase in the green ratio. Moreover, the GWR’s estimate
rate is increased even faster, from 3.04% in 2012 to 4.55% in 2020.
Evidence shows that the requirements for nature amenities within
a community of home buyers in Changsha have increased rapidly
in the last decade.

The influence of proximity to WP, XR and GS on housing
price have progressively risen, with varying rates from OLS. XR
had the most significant effect on housing prices in 2012 of all
NA. Each additional kilometer of distance resulted in a 3.45%
decline in housing values. At the time, wetlands had a coefficient
of 1.17%, while green spaces had a coefficient of 1.98%. In 2016,
XR effect coefficient climbed slightly to 3.65%, but wetlands and
green spaces influence on values increased more rapidly, by 1.76%
t and 2.67%, respectively. WP have the most excellent effect on
values in 2020, with a coefficient of 3.34%, followed by XR and
GS, with coefficients of 4.08 and 3.28%, respectively. GWR mean
results of wetland, XR and green spaces have the same trend, from
2012 at 1.24, 2.34, and 2.75–3.65, 5.32, and 3.72% in 2020,
respectively. The increased capitalization of the three forms of
NA accessibility also shows the growing awareness of residents
toward the natural environment and green recreational
opportunities in the immediate vicinity. Simultaneously, the
mean GWR values for all three accessibility factors are higher
than OLS coefficients, indicating that the sample variables are
more susceptible to the effect of housing prices.

With respect to other key variables, the capitalization effects
follow a different trend. CBD still determines housing prices
significantly, although this influence is gradually diminishing.
Each kilometer away from the CBD Wuyi square influenced
6.91% of samples’ housing prices in 2012, compared with 5.82
and 4.61% in 2016 and 2020. In GWR mean view, the results are
at 8.41, 8.15, and 6.26% during the same time. The structure of
Changsha city is rapidly changing, as evidenced by the fact that
housing prices are decreasingly dependent on the accessibility of
the city’s core. A dispersed polycentric pattern has emerged as
significant NA around housing and residency are accumulating in
other locations outside the core area. Neighborhood
characteristics such as metro and educational institutions also
have an effect on housing prices. Due to the shortage of
educational facilities in China’s main cities, property
ownership has become a popular market-based method of
acquiring high-quality schools. Accordingly, the impact factor
for quality middle schools in Changsha with GWR has increased
from 3.24 to 5.72%. The metro is a major transportation route in
modern China, often increasing the value of surrounding real
estate. In Changsha, this impact on property prices is from 3.78%
in 2012 to 4.24% in 2020. The rest variable estimates are shown
with Table 4.

It was easily found that statistic test values of GWR were
higher for all 3 years after accounting for the spatial heterogeneity
variables, indicating the advantage of GWR more suitable to deal
with spatial heterogeneity. As shown in Table 5, while the R2

values of all models have fallen over time, indicating that the
variables impacting housing prices are becoming more
complicated. However, comparing the OLS model with the
GWR model, we can see that the fitted value of GWR is much
better than that of OLS, and the residual squares and standard
deviations of GWR are significantly lower than those of OLS.
Therefore, the GWRmodel fitting effect is superior to the general
OLS regression effect, making it a suitable approach for analyzing
the evolution of the spatial structure of residential pricing in
Changsha and the evolution of heterogeneity of crucial factors.

The Spatial Change of Estimates
The spatial distribution of the estimated coefficients for the years
2012, 2016 and 2020 are compared to show the trend of variables.
Since we focus on NA, the variables XR, WP, GS and green ratio
are the main objects to study. Simultaneously, due to the
accessibility to the CBD being the primary factor impacting
the urban structure, we also analyze this variable. To facilitate
comparison, we group the coefficient values into five average
quantiles, each one covering a 20% interval in order, from the
lowest to the highest.

The distribution of GWR estimate value of CBD variable is
shown in Figure 5. The distance between the house sample and
Changsha’s CBD Wuyi Square has a negative effect on the
housing prices. In terms of the spatial and temporal evolution
of the coefficient values, their spatial distribution changes more
noticeably and exhibits a trend throughout the three cross-
sectional years. In 2012, the CBD variable had a high value in
the north of Changsha’s urban core area, notably along the
XiangRiver’s north coast and in the central section of Kaifu
District, with a coefficient value of lower than −29% per km.
The area of a strong influence of CBD variable in 2012 is relatively
small, while the impact value is large. In 2016, the high-value area
of CBD expanded into the center of the city, including a part of
Yuhua and Tianxin districts, the northern part of Yuelu district.
Although the area has expanded, the impact values have
decreased, with the value is greater than −20% per km. In
2020, the CBD high-value area was mainly around Wuyi CBD
and Changsha south region, while the northern part of the city,
west of XR, is less severely affected. In general, the high-value
region of the CBD variable expands and then contracts,
progressively shifting the impact area from the north-central
to the southern section of Changsha city. This change indicates
that as the overall size of the city grows and polycentric structure
emerges, the correlation between CBD accessibility, as an
indicator, and housing prices tends to decline. The
diminishing influence of the CBD on price while the
increasing impact of NA accessibility on price is a sample of
the evolution toward polycentric city structure. It could be
implied that the development of NA is one of the driving
forces in the evolution of the urban spatial structure of Changsha.

The distribution of GWR estimate value of WP is shown in
Figure 6. With the rapid development of wetlands amenities in
Changsha, an increasing number of people are choosing to locate
homes close to them, attracting more housing development with
high-density. Therefore, the capitalization effect of NA on
housing price increases as market develops, and this effect
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reflects spatial heterogeneity over time. In 2012, the high values
for the variable area of wetlands were mainly in the southern part
of core city, with the high value of the local capitalization

coefficient being between 3 and 7%.In 2016, the range of WP’s
high impacts changed to the east of the city, and the coefficient
topped 12%, higher than in 2012. House prices in Changsha

TABLE 4 | 2012, 2016, 2020 Global regression results and GWR mean results.

Year 2012 Year 2016 Year 2020

Variable Estimate t value Mean Estimate t value Mean Estimate t value Mean

Cons 8.855364 736.1038 8.752163 8.839498 830.0295 8.841037 8.897656 546.6361 8.868051
Plotratio 0.02112* 1.565706 0.032761 0.02256 0.191491 0.01054 −0.02328** −1.70085 −0.01448
Greenratio 0.03613*** 4.05615 0.030435 0.02976*** 4.142,814 0.048289 0.04382*** 5.786237 0.045568
P.M 0.01167** 1.834622 0.019406 0.02562*** 2.349936 0.031475 0.04145*** 2.323811 0.044331
B.Age −0.01512* −1.54565 −0.047719 −0.01722** −1.69759 −0.03906 −0.01691*** −3.53801 −0.02237
Subway 0.06076*** 4.50837 0.037899 0.05351*** 4.256587 0.043836 0.05325*** 2.89867 0.042437
QP.school 0.02421* 1.35006 0.007632 0.022502 0.836127 0.022131 0.029394 0.115719 0.015944
QM.school 0.01405** 1.766699 0.03242 0.030255* 1.519839 0.038927 0.05389*** 2.380489 0.05728
d.CBD −0.06916*** −3.71642 -0.08411 −0.05889*** −3.41646 −0.08158 −0.04623*** −3.15669 −0.06261
d.Wetland −0.01178*** −2.87305 −0.01241 −0.01763*** −2.42941 −0.02419 −0.03341*** −3.11678 −0.03645
d.Xriver −0.03445*** −2.7655 −0.02342 −0.03656*** −2.4744 −0.02694 −0.04085*** −2.52188 −0.05321
d.Gspace −0.01986*** −2.22424 −0.02752 −0.02671*** −3.01611 −0.03334 −0.03286*** −2.36141 −0.03727
N 513 679 1,013

TABLE 5 | Comparison test parameters of OLS model and GWR model for 2012, 2016, 2020.

2012 2016 2020

Test model OLS GWR OLS GWR OLS GWR

Classic AIC 219.39489 148.154552 200.650388 181.790936 233.869488 192.747132
AICc 220.627322 185.185672 201.810693 186.910349 235.733249 201.089886
BIC/MDL 297.742219 556.019445 286.429929 361.450754 305.074561 341.377132
CV 0.085675 0.093511 0.079155 0.077744 13.902162 9.855557
R2 0.175308 0.44046 0.192313 0.261499 0.299147 0.430731
Adjusted R2 0.150093 0.299076 0.170151 0.204694 0.266771 0.355767
Residual Ssquares 46.258981 31.385991 50.289644 45.981838 37.734529 30.649917

FIGURE 5 | Spatial and temporal variation of CBD influence coefficients in 2012, 2016 and 2020.
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increased sharply from 2017 to 2020, with the extreme value of
the coefficient exceeding 20% from 2020, much higher than in
2016. During this period, several well-known wetlands in Yuelu
District, such as Meixi Lake and Yanghu Lake, were highly sought
after by homebuyers and became a rallying point for high-priced
houses, so the influence of blue on surrounding house prices
increased significantly. The area of coefficient extremes is
concentrated in Meixi Lake, Yanghu Lake, and the city’s east,
outside the core urban area, which may imply that homebuyers
are increasingly attracted to fringe blue space. Nonetheless, Yuelu
district as a significant urban ecological region in Changsha has
been enhanced, affecting housing prices.

XR is the traditional center of Changsha’s natural landscape,
and its accessibility has a significant impact on housing prices.
The spatial heterogeneity variation of this effect was found via
GWR during times, as shown by Figure 7. In 2012, the main
impact high value area of the variable radiated is the southern
area of Yuelu District outside the western ring road, with the
highest coefficient value over −20%. During this period, Yanghu
New Town has been gradually developed, and its main high-end
properties are located along XR, which is typical of river-view
buildings. At this time, on the east bank of the river, lots of older
houses with poorer scenic, which are not as sensitive to distance
to this river as high-end river view houses. Only few new
buildings high-rise residences along the riverbank that are
more affected by the landscape of XR in this region. In 2016,
the high value area spread further to the east of the river and south
of the city as it expanded southward with the construction of a
large number of high-rise residential buildings. The
concentration of high-system value properties in the southern
region increased significantly, but the impact high-value diminish
to about −15%.

In 2020, the extreme value further decreased to about −10%.
With the rise of a new residential area on the north side of the

west bank of XiangRiver and the development of areas across the
river, the high-value area of the access variables is further
expanded. Overall, the residential neighborhoods whose house
prices are affected by XR accessibility variable are more robust in
the west of the river than in the east, and there is a higher density.
Despite residential samples in the newly developed area being
more affected by XiangRiver, the regression coefficients of the
3 years have decayed, indicating that the real influence of this
accessibility variable has weakened.

The green ratio is an important NA within a community, and
it has a profound impact on the housing price of the community.
This impact also has very obvious temporal and spatial
differentiation as shown in Figure 8. In 2012, the extreme
impact area of greening rate on house price was mainly
distributed in the core area within the east ring road of the
city as well the south city area, with the high value range between
5 and 6%.Most of the development areas of good quality
properties in this period were located along with XR in the
core of the city, which affected the degree of community
greening. Simultaneously, there is a tendency that the
surrounding NA on the east ring road is lower than in west,
making property purchasers more sensitive to the NA inside
community. 2016, high-value area expanded to the west bank of
XR and the east part of Changsha, while the impact of the south
city was significantly declined. In 2020, the number of properties
covered by the high-value affection in east XR was significantly
reduced. The high-value areas are mainly concentrated in several
large residential groups of Meixi, Yanghu Lake and north region,
with a decreasing distribution pattern of coefficient values from
north to south. The average value of the estimated coefficient for
those 3 years has increased gradually, which is maintained
between 6 and 10%.

As shown in Figure 9, the impact of green space on residential
prices is broadly distributed in urban Changsha, and the high

FIGURE 6 | Spatial and temporal variation of WP influenced coefficients in 2012, 2016 and 2020.
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value has a propensity to increase over time, rising from −5% in
2012 to −10% in 2020. The highest value of this impact tends to
increase over time, rising from -5% in 2012 to more than -10% in
2020. There is a clear pattern in the spatial heterogeneity of green
space, with the stable impact high-value residential areas located
within the ring road and the Yanghu and south city districts. The
core urban areas within the ring road and the south city area have
fewer open green space resources, so homebuyers demand green
space more, and their WTP is more robust. The Yanghu area is an
ecological new city that Changsha started to focus on developing
in 2012 in which the people who settle themselves have higher

expectations of the natural landscape, so they also have a strong
tendency to pay a premium. With the gradual development of the
Yanghu wetland park, the influence of green space on housing
prices is increasing.

The Range of Key Variables Value
The estimated values of the estimated coefficients of the five
variables in 2012 fluctuate widely. As shown in Figure 10, the
variable with the most fluctuating coefficient value in 2012 is
wetland, with values ranging from −10% to −5%. During this
period, effect of WP is unstable, since many wetlands are still

FIGURE 7 | Spatial and temporal variation of XR influence coefficients in 2012, 2016 and 2020.

FIGURE 8 | Spatial and temporal variation of green ratio influence coefficients in 2012,2016 and 2020.
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under construction and development, which could not provide
corresponding ecosystem service. The green ratio is the variable
with the most stat station in the value of all coefficients. All
samples’ variables positively affect the housing price with the
range between 2 and 5%. The coefficient value of the accessibility
variables of the XR is basically below 0. Concerning the most
significant impact value, most of which are between −5% and
−10%. In 2012, most of the estimated value of green space
accessibility decreased with distance decay, however, at a
relatively low level. Meanwhile, the coefficient of CBD is

between −2% and −10%, and the value of WP between 2%
and −11%.

The divergence in the range of coefficient changes increased in
2016, with the heterogeneity of some variables reduced while
others increased, as shown in Figure 11. The impact range of the
green ratio was narrowed to between 5 and 7%, which was
significantly reduced compared to 2012. The remaining
accessibility variables coefficients are maintained negative.
Among these, the CBD’s effect on price increases dramatically,
with a range of −5% to −15%. China’s urban real estate boom in

FIGURE 9 | Spatial and temporal variation of GS influence coefficients in 2012, 2016 and 2020.

FIGURE 10 | Key coefficients divergence in 2012.
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2016 has seen investment fever rise in many major cities. The
CBD is preferred for residential property purchases due to its easy
rent-ability and higher premiums, highlighting this investment
interest. Meanwhile, homebuyer interest in XR has decreased,
with the range of its accessible variable shrinking to 0 to −5%. The
changes in the coefficients of the above two variables reveal that
there seems to be a negative relationship between the accessibility
of the natural landscape center and the location center in
Changsha. The interest of homebuyers in wetland remains at a
high level, with primary samples value in the interval ranging
from −5% to −10%. The fluctuations in the values of green space
were reduced in 2016, between 0 and −5%.

As shown in Figure 12, the fluctuation range of green ratio
in 2020 widens between 10 and 2%. CBD is a vital impact
factor, with a value range is between 0 and −15%. The price
elasticity of XR accessibility variable rises, with a value range
between −5% and −15% for most samples. XiangRiver is still a
critical landscape factor for homebuyers in Changsha. WP is
becoming increasingly essential due to its multiple ecosystem
service functions and the necessary natural landscape
amenities that homebuyers consider. The 2020 sample
values also reflect the growth in importance of wetland with
an average accessibility impact factor of over −5%. Similarly,
the influence of GS on house prices is increasing further but is

FIGURE 11 | Key coefficients divergence in 2016.

FIGURE 12 | Key coefficients divergence in 2020.
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still smaller than XR and WP, with a value range mainly
between 0 and 8%.

In general, the temporal-spatial changing trend of NA
variables estimates values follows the rule of “center-fringe”
expand pattern of urban sprawl process. With the change in
the scale of urban land and the breakup of the dual structure
between urban and rural areas (Li C. et al., 2019; Yang L. et al.,
2019), urban expansion is accelerating and the trend of NA spatial
with temporal changes is more obvious. Meanwhile, industry
agglomeration and spatial clustering in an urban area also speed
up the process of urban sprawl (Li et al., 2020), which may also
affect the NA influencing spatial pattern.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

By employing the GWR model and using quality housing data of
Changsha, this study found the capitalization effects temporal-
spatially varying across different kinds of NA. The main results
are as follows.

First, all NA factors had affected housing prices increasingly in
Changsha. The green ratio has a significant positive influence,
increasing from 3.04% in 2012 to 4.55% in 2020. In 2012, the
estimated price decline effects were 2.34, 1.24 and 2.75%, due to
each kilometer away from XR, nearest WP and GS respectively.
While in 2020, the attenuation coefficients concerning housing
prices are increased to 5.32, 3.64 and 3.72% per kilometer.
Compare with the test parameter of two methods, GWR with
variables metrics outperforms than the OLS models, which
provides new insights into.

Moreover, GWR then further specifies the spatial heterogeneity
of the capitalization effect of NA variables on property in Changsha.
During 2012–2020, the distribution of houses whose prices are
affected heavily by the accessibility of XR, has moved from the
east to the west of the city. At the same time, property that highly
affected byWP shifted from the south to the east andwest of the city.
Concerning GS, in 2012, the impact of green space accessibility was
concentrated in southeast Changsha. By 2020, this impact has turned
to the southwest of the city. Unlike other NA variables, the green
ratio of a neighborhood is an internal indicator that can directly
affect the quality of living standards of residents. The highly affected
residential area of the green ratio generally spread from the urban
core to the fringe areas.

Besides, the range of fluctuation of the impact coefficient for
different residential samples varies with time. The impact of green
ratio is relatively stable at 3–5%, while other factors are more
extensive than it. Nevertheless, the fluctuation range of NA is
gradually decreasing and stabilizing, which implies that
homebuyers are converging on the importance of landscape
resources. With the improvement of living standards, NA has
become one of the most important factors for residential locating.
Urban managers are emphasizing landscape planning in
residential areas to improve the quality of habitat.

Our study has figured out a new characteristic of the housing
market in China’s emerging metropolitan areas, which is that

accessibility to NA is outpacing traditional city centers. Based on
these results, we propose the following recommendations.

1) Urban planners should take environmental justice more
seriously during the planning process. NA gradually evolves
into a scarce commodity rather than a public good and
captures the wealth with high affordability, which
reconstitutes the community socio-economic atmosphere
adjacent. The gap to access and use NA has widened between
different income group residents across urban China. Income
segregation could become severe that leading to unequal
accessibility to natural spaces across neighborhoods. The
planning model of many mega-cities that natural resources
are heavily concentrated in only a few large parks should be
adjusted. City managers should emphasize embedded
community nature amenities so that every housing unit will
finally be located within about 500m of a park or an open space.
According to the high usage efficiency of small natural spaces,
this is a valid way to enhance environmental justice.

2) It is necessary to enhance the transportation facilities,
especially those surrounding the fundamental nature
landscape of a city. An excellent public transport network
will lift the using frequency of NA. Subway facilities
enhancement is critical for transport optimization, as more
subway lines and interchange stations can dramatically
advance the environmental justice process.

3) Residential development around famous NA landscape needs
to be further restricted. The accessibility and visibility of the
landscape is essential contribution for all residents. While
developers often prefer to construct high-density and height
properties surrounding famous NA like XiangRiver to
maximize their profits, leading to a natural resource
monopoly. Therefore, the policy should shift to carry out a
stricter height or density building restriction.
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